
 

 

Five years ago, Watford Timber Ltd, an independent company that has been trading for more than 

half a century, purchased a Macmazza beam saw as part of their expansion programme. With 

demand for their sheet materials, both MDF and timber, continuing to increase, they had a 

requirement for additional manufacturing capacity and investigated the options available. Impressed 

by the rellability and flexibility of the Macmazza machine, they decided to purchase a second 

Macmazza beam saw from the same source, a machine capable of handling panels up to a stack size 

of 5700mm. 

  

Macmazza, based in Pesaro, Italy, have manufactured beam saws for 30 years. The company 

specialises in this product, supplying custom-designed as well as standard models. Macmazza beam 

saws  Cover the full range from front and rear loading mocals to flexible angular systems and fully 

automatic angular plants. Complete turnkey  projects are managed and systems to handle thin and 

delicate sheet materials are a epeciality. 

  

Situated in the heart of the italian furniture manufacturing industry, surrounded by competition, 

Macmazza have a strong position In their home market, with significant and growing sales In other 

European  countries, Turkey and the Middle and Far East. 

Macmazza beam saws festure a double microprocessor with an IBM compatible PC as standard, and 

are Manufactured (not just assembled) In- house to heavy-duty “no compromise” designs. They 

have more dust extraction, longer flotation tables, unique “Jumping” grippers and Probably the best 



diagnostic, machine status checks, maintenance and spare Pars software aviable on any comparable 

beam sawe. Setf-explanatiory alarms and simple e mail communication directly with the Macmazza 

8ervice department ensures minimal downtime. Graham Perry, Director of Watford Timber, Says: 

“Our customers rely on us and we, in tun, need to be able to raly on the equioment we purchase. 

With 5 years’ experience of Macmazza, we had litle hesitation in asking them to supply a second 

beam saw.”  

  

Macmazza is represented in the UK by CDE Machinery Ltd: 

Tel; 016530 264643 

Email: ns@cdemachinery.co.uk 

www.macmazza.it 
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